
THE POSITION 
We are looking for an intern, who wants to support us in executing our Sustainability Strategy and contribute to related corporate 
communication projects. A focus project is obtaining relevant certifications, like the well-known B-corporation certificate, among 
others, and undertake the necessary steps. You will be the main point of contact for the external B-Corp consultant and be our Sus-
tainability Ambassador within the KASSL team. Regarding corporate communication, you will support on essential communication 
documents for internal and external stakeholders. For example, you’ll support our CEO in preparing the quarterly review presentation 
to shareholders. Besides this, you will develop and execute a communication plan to engage more with our retailers, talent and local 
community. You will report to the Business Development & Operations Manager. There is room for taking initiative and testing your 
own ideas to help KASSL grow in a healthy and conscious way. This internship will help you to acquire a deeper understanding of 
sustainability and corporate communication within the fashion industry. 

You will be part of a small team where you can achieve a high learning curve depending on your own proactiveness and could be of 
great added value for the KASSL brand.

We are looking for a flexible organizational talent with self-discipline. Not a single day is the same at KASSL. The challenge for you will 
be to structure busy and hectic situations. In addition, you have commercial flair and a strong customer-centered approach. 

ABOUT KASSL EDITIONS 
KASSL Editions was founded in 2018, when a collective of fashion-literate friends from around Europe were brought together by an 
old fisherman’s coat. The coat’s simple cut, together with its extreme technical character and generous shape were the spark for the 
creative group to create an outerwear brand with a genderless, durable and functional ethos and commitment to radical quality. Since 
then, the KASSL Editions has moved into accessories with its instantly recognizable, “puffy” Pillow bags, originally constructed using 
offcuts from production. Selected homewares followed, including the Pillow sofa, a sought-after reinterpretation of KASSL Editions 
accessories by the Belgian design duo Muller Van Severen created for a sustainability- themed project initiated by Wallpaper*. The 
hallmark of every KASSL creation is the outstanding cut, created by and for real people with a real love for quality. The shapes are so 
democratic that they suit everyone, transcending styles, times, genders and generations. KASSL Editions stockists include Matches, 
Net A Porter, Selfridges, Browns and Lafayette.  

KASSL Editions was developed with sustainability in mind and engages in upcycling, reducing waste, limiting transportation and 
conserving natural resources. Sustainability is part of KASSL Editions’ mission and culture, meaning that every employee is motivated 
to make KASSL Editions a more responsible company and integrates this into their daily work. Therefore, we are looking for someone 
that carries this motivation and is willing to contribute to making KASSL Editions more sustainable.

SUSTAINABILITY 

YOUR PROFILE 
For this position we are looking for an enthusiastic and ambitious person who is structured, independent and a team player. The 
perfect candidate is: 

• HBO or University-level graduate in fashion or environmental/sustainability degrees, or has elective affinity with environmental/
sustainability topics;

• You are hands-on and always oriented towards problem solving;
• Structured, independent and communicative;
• Pro-active and representative;
• You find it easy to familiarize yourself with new digital platforms and systems and work well with Excel and Powerpoint;
• Fluent in English, both spoken and written;
• You are positive and love (working in) fashion and a creative environment.
•       You care about sustainability and want to contribute to creating positive change in business.

WHAT WE OFFER 
A challenging, exciting and inspiring internship with a lot of room to experience and develop different skills in an environment that 
fosters commitment to diversity, equity and inclusivity. The internship starts on the 1st of March 2023 (for a minimum of 4 months, at 
least 4 days a week) in the beautiful city center of Amsterdam.

If you are intrested please send your resume and motivation 
letter to hr@kassleditions.nl

 

kassleditions.com
@kassleditions


